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The Infinite Mind Masterclass 

What will this workshop do for you?  

During the course of this Masterclass you will be taught two different forms of Transcendental 

(Transformational) Meditation (tantric in origin) in which you learn to, gently and slowly, work through the 

conditioned mind and discover the pristine, limitless and infinite mind.  

 

It has been taught in many spiritual circles not to take the physical world as meaningful or in some cases to 

deny it. This, in my view, is a major mistake; I believe that all physical existence is a very firm and 

corresponding manifestation of the thought which gave it birth; in fact one complements the other. The 

problem with our physical existence is that we get distracted by it and become addicted to it. We turn 

outward to gain a sense of security including the security of other people; our expectations of them are far 
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higher than they can realistically deliver and relationships turn toxic; ceasing to be the loving, trusting and 

mutually beneficial.  

 

This Masterclass includes basic mindfulness techniques, and are a great method of working with the mind, 

but are only part of the practice included within The Infinite Mind Masterclass. The Masterclass practice 

goes far beyond mere relaxation; it facilitates extremely important and surprising insights into the nature 

of the mind itself, enabling a profoundly liberating experience.  

 

Please Note: Throughout Infinite Mind Masterclass, you will experience different processes to take home 

and practice. While travelling through the 4 Sections, you will be given all written materiel pertaining to 

the current section you are completing, with the processes included. It is a requirement that you bring with 

you a journal (or an exercise book) in which you will need to make your own notes as and when you feel. 

Included in the written material handed out, there are exercises for you to complete within the week 

preceding the following session.  

As shown in “Options” below, you can experience this Masterclass as one complete workshop over a 

period of 12 weeks or experience each section separately at your own leisure, pace and comfort level. 

Either way you decide to complete the Masterclass, you will have to complete each section before 

beginning the next, as explained below. 

Section 1) Deception – I think therefore I am. 

Section 1 of the Infinite Mind Masterclass includes: 

Discovering the space WITHIN Thought 

Recognizing the conditioned mind, how it has fallen into the deception of current conditioned belief. 

Understanding your mind and the conditioning it has been focused upon is the initial ‘awakening’ to 

yourself. You will, in this section, get acquainted to one of the origins of thought which sets you up for the 

conflict you feel when experiencing anxiety, depression and other fear based emotions and feelings. 

Meditation is a powerful tool and aide in attaining self awareness and presence. During this part of the 

four part series, you will learn to ease into and maintain a heart centered meditational process to access 

your authenticity and unique fundamental self, which will only take 5 to 10 minutes of your time per day. 

This process will also enable the experience of the unconditioned mind – silent, conscious and aware of its 

self.  

Through the meditations learned in this section you will gain an important understanding of how ‘will 

power’ works. Will power enables you to stay focused for longer periods of time to accomplish anything 

you wish to create or experience. Will power in itself is not something you have to force; it ‘arrives’ 

naturally based upon the desire you are focused upon.  
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Section 2) Rediscovery – I am therefore I think 

 You are required to have completed Section 1 prior to commencing Section 2.  

 Section 2 will expand on some of the concepts in Section 1 with more depth and new concepts will 

be introduced with new processes to take home and try out.  

Section 2 of the Infinite Mind Masterclass includes: 

Discovering the space BEYOND thought 

Experience the change in your mental landscape; as you begin to let go of what you think you know 

and experience the long awaited peace in your mental landscape. Within this you will discover the 

importance of perception and how it can work for you or against you; you will experience the ‘mind’s 

eye’. Einstein was quoted: 

“The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination” 

The simple truth discovered within this quote (and many others like it) is quite profound and 

extremely empowering. 

The origin of thought and how the body translates it into deception. Thought, in its essence, is pure and 

powerful before it reaches the conditioning of the physical body. It doesn’t lose its power but because 

of the experiential conditioning of the body, loses its purity.  

Silence and Solitude; the very thing required by humanity to reestablish the truest connection with its 

‘self’ but yet runs from it, creating a life of constant noise and distraction. Learn the processes that 

enable consistent silence within your mind.  

Section 3) Awakening & Enlightenment – I am Therefore I Think Therefore I AM 

 You are required to have completed Section 2 prior to commencing Section 3.  

 Section 3 will expand on some of the concepts in Section 2 with more depth and new concepts will 

be introduced with new processes to take home and try out.  

Section 3 of the Infinite Mind Masterclass includes: 

Discovering the silent background from which all thoughts arise and dissolve; discovering 

a higher intelligence 

An explanation and experience on how the Infinite Mind works through and within itself as it readjusts 

conditioning. Infinite Mind observes what it desires to create through the human body; the Thinking 
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Mind creates what it is observing. They both work well together when in harmony with each other 

without any conditioned opposition. 

Duality & Non-Duality: you will begin to experience your Thinking Mind becoming one with Infinite 

Mind.  

Section 4) I AM … 

 You are required to have completed Section 3 prior to commencing Section 4.  

 Section 4 will expand on some of the concepts in Section 3 with more depth and new concepts will 

be introduced with new processes to take home and try out.  

 This is the final section of the workshop. It is not expected that all of you will have reached that part 

within yourself that is the ‘enlightened self’. All the processes experienced during the past 3 

sections added to the processes of this section, if followed daily and with the focused intention of 

reestablishing soul (I AM), you will most assuredly have begun to experience the One-ness of Soul.  

Section 4 of the Infinite Mind Masterclass includes: 

Discovering you ARE the origin of thought and intelligence, expressing itself through your 

body.  

Putting it all together and experience the ease in which it all works. Knowing that as you meditate that 

you are the meditation living life; the meditations that transported you to this place of knowing have 

now become you and you no longer fight for life, you flow with it.  

You now understand thought and its origin; you can laugh at it or decide to focus upon it with ease 

because you know you are its origin.  

An understanding and experience of all the forces of nature converging into your body and knowing 

you are here to work with it rather than fighting against it. Life will be as you decide; to enjoy every 

second of it even when the hard times hit, to love and be loved as an equal, total freedom. 

Knowing that even after this workshop, you will still encounter issues; your ability to engage The 

Infinite Mind will enable you to view those issues in a new way and will determine how you handle 

them with the ‘higher consciousness and intelligence’ you now experience. 

Your life is yours. 
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Infinite Mind Masterclass Options 

Option 1 (preferred option). To complete Infinite Mind Masterclass (Sections 1-4) 

complete  

a) For Groups (Minimum of 4 participants) 

Duration: 

6 weeks x 3 hour sessions 

Cost: 

Option 1) $1260.00 per participant or $900.00 per participant Early Bird Special if prepaid on or before 

commencement date. 

Option 2) 50% payment ($630.00) per participant on or before commencement of Workshop with balance 

paid over the remaining 5 weeks ($126.00 per remaining session) 

All written and study materials supplied. It is required you bring your own journal to make additional notes 

as and when you deem necessary as some concepts and comments you may perceive important may not 

be included in the workshop study material.  

You will receive a Certificate of Completion on the final session of this workshop.  

Please Note: if you desire to create your own group of 4 or more participants, and have your own venue, 

you will receive a further 5% discount from the total workshop cost. All participants must have prepaid 

in full. 

For Singles and Couples Private Sessions (Maximum 2 participants) 

Duration: 

12 weeks x 1 1/2 hour sessions 

Cost: 

Option 1) $1530.00 per couple/single or $1350.00 Early Bird Special if prepaid on or before 

commencement date 

Option 2) 50% payment ($765.00) per couple/single on or before commencement of Workshop with 

balance paid over the remaining 11 weeks ($70.00 per session or $770.00 in total (Total Cost $1535.00)) 

All written and study materials supplied. It is required you bring your own journal to make additional notes 

as and when you deem necessary as some concepts and comments you may perceive important may not 

be included in the workshop study material.  

You will receive a Certificate of Completion on the final Section of this workshop. 
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Option 2 to complete Infinite Mind Masterclass Parts 1 – 4 (4 separate workshops) 

For Groups (Minimum of 4 participants, as and when the workshops become available) 

Duration: 

Sections 1 – 4 (separately) 6 weeks x 2 hours each 

Cost: 

$720 per participant per section or $600 Early Bird Special if prepaid on or before commencement date. 

All written and study materials supplied. It is required you bring your own journal to make additional notes 

as and when you deem necessary as some concepts and comments you may perceive important may not 

be included in the workshop study material.  

You will receive Certificates of Completion as you complete each Section of this workshop 

Please Note: if you desire to create your own group of 4 or more participants, and have your own venue, 

you will receive a further 5% discount from the total workshop cost. All participants must have prepaid 

in full.  

 


